
Thread Lines: Razzle™, Dazzle™, Sizzle™

Display Dimensions: 1’ D x 2’ W

Colours: 93 Total: 46 Razzle™, 34 Dazzle™, 13 Sizzle™

Total Spools: 465

Spool Sizes: Razzle™ - 250m (273yd)
 Dazzle™ - 183m (200yd)
 Sizzle™ - 180m (197yd)

Applications:

Great for bobbin work, serging, couching, knitting, crochet, tassels, cording, 
fringes, bead work, thread painting, hand work, and friendship bracelets.

About Razzle™:

This sturdy 6-ply 100% rayon thread is comparable in weight to a number 8 
perle cotton. Razzle’s natural bright lustre and silky feel make it a wonderful 
choice for crafts, crocheting, knitting, and accessories. Razzle™ can even be 
used in highlighting the details in dimensional stitches. The light play on 
Razzle intensifies stitchery depth and textural e�ects on wool, making this a 
stand out thread!

About Dazzle™:

A sturdy 6-ply thread, Dazzle™ is comparable in weight to a number 8 perle 
cotton. This 100% rayon and metallic mix carries a naturally bright lustre 
with a silky finish, making it an excellent choice for crafts, crochet, knitting, 
and highlighting the details on dimensional stitches. Because of Dazzle’s™ 
light reflective properties and “pop” of metallic, the detail on wool appliqué 
and layering can be enhanced with edging stitches for that extra sparkle.

About Sizzle™:

This 4-ply rayon thread is woven with three strands of metallic, giving it a 
highly textured and intensely sparkling surface. Comparable in weight to a 
number 8 perle cotton, Sizzle™ is sti�er and heavier with a coarse surface 
that makes a “sizzling” noise when you run your fingers across it. This is the 
ultimate thread when you want to add a lot of texture, dimension, or 
eye-catching stitches to any project.

Slimlined slatwall fixture measures only 1’ deep and 2’ wide and 
holds 93 colours in Razzle™, Dazzle™, and Sizzle™ - three of 
WonderFil's™ 8wt rayon threads. These threads make a great trio 
and can be easily interchanged.
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